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Developing the Inner Musician: Practical Strategies for Large Ensembles 
 

Wilson Goh, Leonard Tan, and Hui Xing Sin 

 
Abstract: Nearly fifty years ago, Timothy Gallwey published The Inner Game of Tennis, 
which left an indelible mark on sports psychology; subsequently, Barry Green used similar 
principles to author The Inner Game of Music. As far as can be determined, there lacks a 
concise guide that translates key insights from sports and music psychology into practical 
strategies for large ensembles. To address this gap in the professional literature, we draw on 
the sports and music psychology literature, as well as our own professional applied 
experience, to discuss the benefits of psychological skills for musicians and present ten 
practical strategies to aid the development of psychological skills for large-ensemble 
musicians. We conclude with some final thoughts on developing the inner musician.  
 
Keywords: large ensembles, music education, music psychology, psychological skills, sport 
psychology  
 
“Every game is composed of two parts, an outer game and an inner game.”1 
 

In 1974, Harvard University tennis team captain Timothy Gallwey published The 
Inner Game of Tennis, which left an indelible mark on sports psychology. Gallwey explained 
that while the “outer game” is what is played against opponents in the physical world, an 
“inner game” is what takes place at the same time within the player’s mind, and it is this 
inner game that is often ignored.2  
 
The Inner Musician 
 

It would take over a decade after the publication of The Inner Game of Tennis for the 
ideas to formally cross over to music when Barry Green used similar principles to write The 
Inner Game of Music.3 Though outwardly different, the similarities in training for peak 
performance for both sports and music were clearly articulated by Gallwey in his introduction 
to Green’s book: 
 

People “play” sports and “play” music, yet both involve hard work and discipline … 
The primary discovery of the Inner Game is that, especially in our culture of 
achievement-oriented activities, human beings significantly get in their own way. The 
point of the Inner Game of sports or music is always the same—to reduce mental 
interferences that inhibit the full expression of human potential.4 

 
More recently, ideas from sports psychology seem to be gaining traction with 

musicians. In 2020, Don Greene, a peak performance psychologist whose work with athletes 
resulted in five Olympic gold medals, collaborated with musician Annie Bosler in a TED-Ed 
video titled “How to Practice Effectively for Just about Anything.”5 In this video, Greene 
explained how the brain is influenced through practice of any skill in sports or the arts, and 
how that results in improved performance. Greene’s online courses, alongside those by Noa 
Kageyama, Diana Allan, and Patrick Cohn, aim to help performing artists improve their 
performance using psychological skills.6  
 
Benefits of Psychological Skills 
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The benefits of psychological skills training in music have been articulated in several 

studies. Researchers Terry Clark and Aaron Williamon investigated the effects of a nine-
week psychological skills training program on music students at a conservatory of music in 
the United Kingdom. Findings indicated that in comparison with music students in the control 
group, participants in the experimental group demonstrated an increase in self-efficacy for 
imagery vividness and performing. Furthermore, there were significant improvements in their 
practice behaviors, views towards practice, confidence, self-awareness, and control over 
anxiety.7 Margaret Osborne and colleagues examined the effects of a short psychological 
skills training program developed from the occupational and sports performance domains on 
Australian music majors, and found significantly lower self-reported performance anxiety, 
improved confidence, performance preparation, focus, courage, and performance resilience.8 
In Norway, Johannes Hatfield and Pierre-Nicolas Lemyre found that a two-month 
psychological skills intervention was useful for the musical learning of music majors. In 
particular, the intervention helped the participants assess their own capabilities, set relevant 
and specific goals for their learning, adopt effective practice strategies and techniques, and 
evaluate their progress regularly, which in turn positively affected their practice engagement, 
commitment, and motivation.9  
 

Notwithstanding the benefits that psychological skills training confer, Diana Allan 
and Patrick Cohn’s study “Mental Skills Necessary for Performing at Peak Levels” found that 
the majority of respondents could not perform at peak levels (78%) and lacked the awareness 
of mental skills to improve performances (71%).10 In response to the question “What are your 
(or your students’) top mental challenges?” respondents indicated (1) “worry too much about 
what others think,” (2) “performance anxiety or fear that affects performance,” (3) “lack of 
confidence or self-doubt,” (4) “fear of failure,” (5) “lack of trust in learned skills,” and (6) 
“perfectionism or obsession with technical details.” In a related study published in the same 
paper, 98% of students who were seeking entry as university music majors expressed interest 
to improve their psychological skills, while 67 percent indicated a clear desire to learn more 
about these skills. The authors thus concluded that the data indicated a need for musicians 
across various levels to acquire psychological skills for performance.  
 
Psychological Skills to Develop the Inner Musician 
 

Researchers have found that issues preventing peak performance, such as 
performance anxiety, are often reported among large-ensemble musicians.11 As far as can be 
determined, there lacks a concise guide that translates key insights from sports and music 
psychology into practical strategies for large ensembles. To address this gap in the 
professional literature, we draw on the sports and music psychology literature, as well as our 
own professional applied experience, in proposing ten practical strategies to aid the 
development of psychological skills for large ensemble musicians. 
 

1. Develop Self-Awareness. Self-awareness refers to knowing one’s strengths and 
weaknesses. Author Dan Millman posits that awareness is “the beginning of all 
growth” and “trying to learn or improve a skill without specific awareness is like 
trying to apply a postage stamp without adhesive–it won’t stick.”12 For example, at a 
middle school choral rehearsal, the tenor section constantly under-pitches the third in 
a G major chord. The director instructs the choir to repeatedly sing the tenor line 
without diagnosing if the under-pitching is caused by poor vowel formation, 
inadequate breath support, insufficient aural awareness, or unmotivated singers (i.e., 
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no attempts were made to foster self-awareness). After several tries, the tenors finally 
get it right, but without knowing how they did it; the under-pitching occurs again and 
is never really fixed. That is the reason why The Inner Game of Music begins with 
self-awareness exercises.13 Ensemble directors can facilitate self-awareness with their 
students through questions such as “Where is the ensemble now as a musical group?” 
“What are the ensemble’s strengths and weaknesses?” “What does the ensemble have 
to do to perform better?” and “What is preventing the ensemble from performing at its 
best?”14 In our own applied experience, this usually uncovers a surprising number of 
insights from the students. Furthermore, the articulation of what the ensemble can 
collectively work on often revitalizes the rehearsal, especially when there is an 
upcoming concert to anchor these efforts. Each section can also carry out the exercise 
to address issues that are specific to the section, and is also useful for individual 
students to discover obstacles to their own improvement. 
 

2. Set Goals. Another useful strategy is to set goals together with the ensemble. Goal 
setting for individuals and groups has been shown to increase overall motivation, 
which in turn lead to improved levels of performance.15 To render effective goals, the 
S.M.A.R.T. framework, that is, setting goals that are specific, measurable, achievable, 
realistic, and time-based, may be particularly valuable.16 For example, after 
discussions with students, the director and ensemble agree on a target for the high 
school concert band to be able to play through measures 23 to 40 of Frank Erickson’s 
Air for Band in a week’s time. Goals may also be divided into short-term (e.g., the 
example that we just provided), mid-term, and long-term goals.17 While short-term 
goals are those that target improvement fairly quickly, such as over a few days or 
weeks, mid-term goals seek to achieve targets over a longer time period (e.g., by the 
end of a school year or concert season). Long-term goals can span years and even 
encompass goals well beyond the school years. Goals may also be categorized 
according to individual, section, and ensemble goals.18 For instance, while the goal of 
the ensemble might be to play through a passage accurately, the goal of the flute 
section might be to breathe together as a section. At the same time, the individual goal 
of an ensemble member might be to overcome her or his personal anxieties while 
performing. In our own experience, frequently revisiting the goals and checking 
whether they require updating allowed us to reap the full benefits of goal setting. 
 

3. Relax. Directors often remind students to relax during rehearsals and performances. 
Because anxiety and overly tensed muscles are known to adversely affect 
performance, relaxation is also emphasized in sports psychology and is often 
considered indispensable for peak performances.19 Researchers have found that slow 
breathing not only enhances relaxation, but also reduces stress and increases 
mindfulness.20 The breathing should be diaphragmatic (i.e., the abdomen expands 
while breathing in and contracts while breathing out) and controlled. A director who 
wishes to encourage relaxation before a rehearsal or performance can lead the entire 
ensemble through a few cycles of breathing exercises using calm and steady verbal 
cues, such as “Close your eyes, and slowly breathe in through your nose … In, two, 
three, four … now, slowly breathe out though your mouth … Out, two, three, four 
…”21 Additionally, the director may further encourage relaxation in different areas of 
the body using verbal cues, such as, “As you breathe in, clench your fists (or tense up 
another part of the body), and as you exhale, relax and slowly let all the tension 
release.”22 This relaxation exercise helped a young trumpet player in our ensemble 
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who reported greater finger dexterity and is now eager to explore faster sections in the 
music she plays. 

 
4. Focus. As the rehearsal or performance progresses, a constant saboteur to an 

ensemble’s focus is distraction.23 Without knowing what it is and where it comes 
from, it is impossible to regain the ensemble’s focus. Directors of school orchestras 
can help by crafting a list of usual distractions the ensemble commonly experience. 
These can be external (e.g., sounds from the audience) or internal (e.g., sudden self-
doubt, anxiety, or random unrelated thought). With more awareness, the students can 
better “catch themselves” whenever their minds wander. Other than refocusing by 
concentrating on the breath, students can also be guided to use cue words or phrases 
to help them refocus, such as “It’s okay—just look ahead.” It is important that these 
mental cue words are practiced often so that the ensemble is familiar and comfortable 
using them.24 Directors may sometimes realize that the ensemble begins losing focus 
even before the students become aware of it themselves. In such situations, the 
director may help students regain focus by verbalizing or mouthing preassigned cue 
words, or by establishing a set of gestures to signify them.25 For example, a choral 
director realizing that the basses have zoned out while singing the pedal point of the 
music and are disregarding their dynamic markings can signal a call to attention by 
raising an index finger to the forehead to remind them to focus. 

 
5. Practice Mentally. Researchers have found significant benefits from the use of mental 

practice,26 which involves thinking about the actions of a task without actually doing 
it physically. It has been shown to have positive effects on performance,27 and 
advances skills equivalent to extended physical practice.28 It is also an excellent way 
to practice when students do not have access to instruments or a suitable practice area 
(e.g., on the bus), or if a physical injury prevents actual physical practice. Mental 
practice can also be used during rehearsals. For example, when the director of a 
middle school band notices the clarinet section having difficulty with a challenging 
phrase, she can first provide a positive model of how it is to be played, either by 
demonstrating on the instrument or playing a recording. Subsequently, she might ask 
the students to put their instruments down and position their hands as though they are 
still holding them. The director then proceeds to ask the students to imagine the 
modeled sound as they go through the motions of playing on their “imaginary 
instrument.” This is done starting at a slower tempo, gradually increasing with each 
repetition until the required speed is attained. The students then immediately proceed 
to play the phrase on their actual instruments with the director conducting.29  
 

6. Visualize Performance. Another useful strategy is to have ensembles visualize their 
performances. This may be particularly effective after the ensembles have already 
rehearsed the music adequately. In the visualization, the students should include as 
many aspects of the scene as they can, from the color of the stage lights to the 
audience in the hall, and even the temperature, smells, and textures of everything 
around them, including the weight and feel of the instruments in their hands. With an 
imaginary cue, the playing begins and the students are asked to mentally “hear” the 
sounds the ensemble is creating. In particular, they are encouraged to hear every note 
perfectly played from the beginning to the end with all the necessary phrasing and 
details.30 Rolf Godøy and Harald Jørgensen described this inner hearing as “images of 
musical sound in our mind,”31 which has been shown to improve overall performance 
and performance experience.32 After the last note is mentally “sounded,” the students 
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open their eyes, pick up their instruments, and immediately attempt to recreate the 
imagined sounds in real life. In our applied experience, the resulting performance is 
usually more focused, together, in tune, and musically vivid. 

 
7. Imagine Success. Self-confidence can be understood as a personal conviction of 

knowing how to do something and believing that one has the ability to make that 
happen.33 In other words, it is the belief that one will be successful in a task. 
Researchers have found that self-confidence significantly contributes to the success of 
athletes,34 and is also important in predicting performance achievement in music.35 
Furthermore, having mental images of success has been found to improve 
performance and motivation to achieve success.36 Accordingly, ensemble directors 
may wish to guide their students to create images of success for their performances. 
For example, when preparing a piece for a festival, a high school choir’s faltering 
confidence is affecting the rehearsals. To boost their self-confidence, the students are 
asked to remember the feeling of a recent success they felt proud of. Comparing that 
memory to how they are feeling now, they begin to identify what is preventing them 
from attaining the same sense of achievement in their current rehearsal. With their 
eyes closed, they are then guided to imagine overcoming each obstacle in turn. 
Finally, the students visualize themselves having transcended the difficulties and 
performing exceptionally well.37 Keeping that image of success in mind, the ensemble 
resumes working on the piece. In our experience, with just a few minutes of 
imagining success, students are able to perform with renewed energy, engagement, 
and confidence. 

 
8. Think Positively. Another important aspect of building confidence is being aware of 

our self-talk.38 Most of us are conscious of an inner voice that can either be 
encouraging or disparaging. Choosing to maintain positive self-talk is a deliberate 
attempt at positive thinking, a strategy which researchers have found to bolster 
confidence and improve performance.39 To help students tap into these benefits, 
directors can encourage them to keep track of their self-talk, perhaps in a journal, and 
regularly review the journal to help them replace negative statements with positive 
ones.40 For example, a trombonist who is playing wrong notes begins to think, “I can 
never do this”; the director can advise the student to instead say, “I can do it!” Such 
positive statements can then be shortened into single words that are repeated to help 
trigger a student’s positive mindset before a task. This has been shown to significantly 
improve musical performance.41 Such cue words can also be used to trigger the 
collective mindset of a section and the entire ensemble just before a rehearsal or 
performance. 

 
9. Manage Anxiety. Cue words and phrases can also be useful in addressing music 

performance anxiety that adversely affects the quality of performances.42 Using 
similar strategies already presented above, the ensemble director can help students 
manage their anxieties through using a combination of breathing, repeating trigger 
words, and imageries of success. For example, just before entering the stage, the 
director of a middle school orchestra can lead the ensemble in repeating the phrase, 
“We can do this!” Just before playing, the director can lead a short-controlled 
breathing exercise to help the ensemble relax and focus. Should there be an episode of 
anxiety in the middle of a performance, a trigger word that has been already been 
practiced during rehearsals can quickly remind the student to return to the desired 
mental state. For example, when a trumpet student mis-pitches a note, she or he can 
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mentally say “let it go” and remain present for the rest of the music instead of being 
caught up with the error.43 
 

10. Establish Routines. Finally, adopting routines can be of great help in reducing 
anxiety.44 For example, in preparation for a concert or festival, the student leaders in 
our ensembles are usually tasked to communicate a certain expectation of helpful 
behaviors that, through the years, have now become routine. There is a standard 
checklist that the students have come to expect, which helps to reduce worry about 
forgetting to do or bring something. For example, on the day before a performance, 
students are reminded to drink enough water, prepare their attire and music, go 
through their imageries of success, do mental practice, and sleep early. On the day of 
the performance, there is a list of items to bring before they leave home, and a set of 
routines on reaching the rehearsal room, such as going over their warm-up exercises. 
Students also have a list of actions to do upon arriving at the venue and just before 
performing, such as repeating their trigger words and taking breaths to focus.45 These 
routines help the students bring a sense of control over their performance anxieties, 
leading to better performance experiences. 

 
Developing the Inner Musician 
 

In this article, we have proposed ten strategies to develop the inner musician in large 
ensembles, in particular presenting ways in which directors may help their students develop 
self-awareness, set goals, relax, focus, practice mentally, visualize performance, imagine 
success, think positively, manage anxiety, and establish routines. While fine directors may 
already be using some or all of these approaches, we hope that our work has been valuable in 
consolidating them into a concise guide. Given that trying out all ten strategies at once may 
be overwhelming, directors might consider investing just a couple of minutes trying out one 
strategy per rehearsal. In so doing, music educators may gradually develop not just the outer 
musician who sings or plays the instrument, but also the inner one who is imaginative, 
confident, and contributes to the magic and beauty of successful ensemble performances.  
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